So-called direct measurements of entanglement are collective measurements on multiple copies of a (bipartite or multipartite) quantum system that directly provide one with a value for some entanglement measure, such as the concurrence for bipartite states. Multiple copies are needed since the entanglement of a mixed state is not a linear function of the density matrix. The procedures proposed and implemented so far make certain assumptions about the states generated. This feature distinguishes direct measurements from standard entanglement verification tests such as Bell inequalities, entanglement witnesses, and quantum-state tomography, which make no such assumptions. I discuss how a direct measurement can be turned into a quantitative entanglement verification test without such assumptions by exploiting a recent theorem by Renner [Nature Phys. 3, 645 (2007)]. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.102.190503 PACS numbers: 03.67.Mn Quantum information theory has produced a handful of different entanglement verification tests [for recent reviews, see [1, 2] ], among which Bell inequality tests [3, 4] and entanglement witnesses [5] are the best known. Such measurements are performed on single copies [6] of the bipartite system under investigation. One assumes the validity of quantum mechanics, but-and this is a crucial point-nothing about the states to be tested. Of course, in order to obtain sufficient statistics for reliable estimates, a large ensemble of single copies is needed.
Quantum information theory has produced a handful of different entanglement verification tests [for recent reviews, see [1, 2] ], among which Bell inequality tests [3, 4] and entanglement witnesses [5] are the best known. Such measurements are performed on single copies [6] of the bipartite system under investigation. One assumes the validity of quantum mechanics, but-and this is a crucial point-nothing about the states to be tested. Of course, in order to obtain sufficient statistics for reliable estimates, a large ensemble of single copies is needed.
Several so-called direct measurements of entanglement have been considered recently [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Such direct measurements directly measure some entanglement measure [12] , such as the concurrence of bipartite states. Since such functions are nonlinear functions of the density matrix, one needs collective measurements on multiple copies.
The way these direct measurements are formulated does require an assumption about the form of the state of the multiple copies, namely, that one has independent and identical copies. That is, the state of N copies of a multipartite system is assumed to be of the form N 0 for some single-copy multipartite state 0 . Here I show how a direct measurement of entanglement can be performed such that this assumption on the form of the state of multiple copies is approximately enforced by taking specific precautions about the way the measurements are performed. The error one makes because of this approximation is analyzed in some detail to show how one obtains a reliable estimate of entanglement from the data gathered. This analysis relies on a recent representation theorem proven by Renner [13] .
Two recent experimental implementations of direct measurements, Refs. [10, 11] , also relied on assumptions about the states generated. Reference [10] made the assumption that two copies of the states to be tested were pure and identical. This assumption is rather strong: all pure states, except for a set of measure zero, are entangled. All data taken in the experiment are consistent with unentangled states [2, 14] if one drops the assumption of having pure states. The analysis of entanglement in a more recent experiment [11] makes the explicit assumption that one has two independent (although not necessarily identical) copies 1 and 2 of the bipartite system of qubits [15] A and B, located in Alice's and Bob's labs, respectively. That is, the state of the 4 systems together is assumed to be of the form
This assumption is certainly more reasonable than the assumption of purity, but is, nevertheless, a restrictive assumption, as it ignores any possible correlations (or entanglement) between the two copies. Here I analyze how this particular experiment could be performed without making these assumptions. This will show that dropping this innocuous-looking assumption comes at quite a cost, indicating that perhaps the assumption is more nocuous than it seems. The quantities measured in [11] are expectation values of two operators:
and
Here, P A À and P B À are the projectors onto the antisymmetric subspaces of the two quantum systems 1 and 2 in Alice's and Bob's labs, respectively. Similarly P A þ and P B þ are the projectors onto the fully symmetric subspaces of the two systems 1 and 2 in Alice's and Bob's labs. Now if is assumed to be of the special form (1), then one may derive a bound
But without the assumption (1) on the bound is invalid. To see this, consider the following state of four qubits:
Here the first ket refers to the systems in Alice's lab, and the second ket refers to the systems in Bob's lab. The state is written such that it is manifestly clear that there is no entanglement between Alice's and Bob's systems. The observables V a and V b have expectation values in the state jc i given by
For the state (5) the bound (4) is violated, with the left-hand side (which is now defined in terms of reduced density matrices 1 ¼ Tr 2 jc ihc j and 2 ¼ Tr 1 jc ihc j) being zero, and the right-hand side being equal to four. Thus, a measurement of the observables V i cannot lead to any conclusion about entanglement without assumptions about the state generated.
The question arises, what should one measure instead if one wants to exploit the bound (4)? After all, with the assumption of independent states the bound is correct. One could perform quantum tomography [16] , i.e., estimate a quantum state by performing sufficiently many, informationally complete, different measurements on one's systems, and then apply the bound to the reconstructed density matrix. This would defeat the main purpose of the direct measurement, which is, indeed, to avoid tomography. Alternatively, one could perform measurements that explicitly check for the independence of two copies 1 and 2. For example, one may measure complete sets of observables fO k 1 ; O k 2 g on copies 1 and 2, and verify that hO
0 . But then one can reconstruct the density matrix from these data, thus again defeating the purpose of the direct measurement.
Let us insist then on performing just direct measurements of entanglement. As pointed out in [13] , if one generates many copies whose state is invariant under permutations of the copies, then one can derive bounds on the independence and identity of a small number of copies. The permutation symmetry of the multicopy state is enforced by randomly permuting the states and only then performing the appropriate measurements. (In the limit of infinitely many copies, the precise statement concerning the form of the joint state assigned to all copies is known as the quantum de Finetti theorem [17] .)
Let us see why producing multiple copies of the counterexample state jc i given above and permuting pairs indeed will lead to the correct estimate of entanglement between Alice and Bob, namely, zero, for a sufficiently large number of such states. Suppose, then, Alice and Bob have M ¼ N=2 copies of jc i (thus N bipartite states have been generated). They each apply the same randomly chosen permutation to their systems, and then perform a measurement of V i on the first pair of bipartite systems. The probability that that pair is not in the joint state jc i is ðN À 2Þ=ðN À 1Þ. In this case the state is actually just the maximally mixed state (tracing over particles 1 in the state jc i leaves particles 2 in the maximally mixed state)-in that state, the expectation value of V i is negative: hV i i ¼ 4 Â ð1=4 À 3=4Þ Â 1=4 ¼ À1=2. With probability 1=ðN À 1Þ the joint state of the two pairs is of the form jc i, in which case the expectation value is, as before, hV i i ¼ 4. Thus, the expectation value of V i is the weighted average hV i i ¼ ð5 À N=2Þ=ðN À 1Þ. The correct conclusion that there is no entanglement will be reached as soon as N ! 10 in this special case. This illustrates the joys of permutation symmetry.
Now consider the general case, where we do not have any information about the states of our pairs. We do not assume that each pair of bipartite systems is in the state jc i, nor do we assume that they are all independently and identically distributed. Instead, we will make use of Renner's theorem [13] , which makes a qualified assumption about the form of the states of multiple copies. That is, every statement will be accompanied by an upper bound on the error on the state assignment. Here is what one can do in the specific case one performs measurements of the operators V i : (i) One can generate a large number N of (entangled) bipartite systems, k ¼ 1 . . . N. These systems must exist at the same time for step (ii) to be possible.
(ii) One can perform the desired joint measurements V i on a smaller number n : ¼ N À K of randomly chosen pairs of systems (k 1 , k 2 ) with k 1 Þ k 2 . (iii) One may now tentatively assign a state to the n bipartite states that is of the form nÀr 0 r for some permutation of the n states (we do not specify any particular 0 , nor any particular r , nor any particular permutation). That is, n À r systems are in states of the desired independent form (in fact, even more than that, they are identical), and r copies are ''bad copies'' whose overall state does not factor and may contain correlations and entanglement between copies. (iv) The previous state assignment comes with an error, which depends on one's choice of N, K, and r. Moreover, this error depends on the dimension d of the Hilbert space of one's system (here, with two qubits, d ¼ 4). The error is bounded from above by [13] 
The error refers to the distance between the tentative state assigned to the n systems and the ''actual'' state which we would assign if we would do full quantum-state tomography. This procedure then must be repeated sufficiently many times in order to obtain reliable statistics for determining the two quantities hV i i for i ¼ a, b.
Suppose one measured an average value V m for one of the operators V i [in step (ii)]. The probability that one has picked a pair for which the density matrices do not factor, according to the state assignment made in (iii), is P bb ¼ rðr À 1Þ=nðn À 1Þ. Indeed, there is no factorization only when both states are in the group of r ''bad copies.'' For these bad copies we have to assume the worst case. Let us assume the bad copies are in the counterexample state jc i if we have at most 10 bad copies, and in some unentangled state otherwise. For the bad copies we thus assume an expectation value of V i given by (see above)
V b ðrÞ ¼ ð5 À r=2Þ=ðr À 1Þ for 2 r 10;
The remaining fraction 1 À P bb of ''good copies'' does satisfy a bound of the form (4). If we denote by C 0 the concurrence of the state 0 , then we have the bound
where P n ¼ ðn À rÞðn À r À 1Þ=nðn À 1Þ is the probability to pick two good copies.
If we are interested in the average concurrence, C, of all n copies (after all, we do not know which are good copies and which are bad), we get the bound C ! n À r n C min :
The above procedure thus produces an estimate of a lower bound on the average concurrence (10) and an upper bound E on the error we make in our state assignment (7) . Let us now analyze how to pick reasonable values of N, K, r (and after that we will optimize those choices). First of all, in order to decrease the error E we have to discard a large number K of bipartite systems. But we also have to be modest in our choice of the number of systems n À r that we can assume are independent and identical. That is, we also must choose r large. On the other hand, in order for our estimate of the concurrence (10) to be reasonable, we cannot choose r too large either. Thus, let us choose r K N, such that in the limit of N ! 1 we have both r=N ! 0 and K=N ! 0. In that case, the estimated concurrence obeys
Let us make the following somewhat arbitrary choice: take K ¼ N , with somewhere between 0.5 and 1. Similarly, choose r ¼ ðN À KÞ , with somewhere between 0.5 and 1. Let us then vary the values of and to see how the error behaves as a function of N, and how the estimate of concurrence behaves. Examples are given in Fig. 1 . We fixed ¼ 0:85 and varied . The larger the we choose, the more states we assume are ''bad,'' and the quicker the upper bound to the error in that statement decays to zero. On the other hand, the estimate of the concurrence approaches the correct value (here, ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi V m p ¼ 0:8) earlier for smaller values of . There is thus a compromise between a good estimate for the concurrence and a small stateassignment error.
For the largest value of plotted, ¼ 0:85, one needs about N ¼ 200 generated copies for the error to become sufficiently small, and yet have a reasonable lower bound on the concurrence (in this case, % 0:5). For even larger values of (not plotted) the error tends to zero for smaller values of N, but the estimate of the concurrence will be smaller (reaching zero, eventually).
Let us now fix a number N, insist on a certain maximum error E, and then find the best (highest) estimate of the concurrence, consistent with N and E. Results for N ¼ 100 and 200 are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3 . These figures confirm that it is sufficient to generate N ¼ 200 pairs at the same time to produce a good estimate of the concurrence, whereas N ¼ 100 pairs is not quite sufficient. Obviously, this makes it a challenge to implement direct measurements in practice, and illustrates the perils of having to enforce permutation symmetry.
Let us finally compare the role permutation symmetry plays in direct measurements to those for entanglement witnesses and for tomography. For an entanglement witness, one measures just one observable on (an ensemble of) single copies. Thus, there is no need to do anything to enforce permutation symmetry. There is no reason to have multiple copies available at the same time. Thus, a measurement of an entanglement witness is much easier than a correctly implemented direct measurement where one needs to store a hundred copies or so of the systems to be tested. In order to perform quantum tomography one does have to perform different measurements, but they can all be done on single copies. In this case, in order to enforce permutation symmetry on the Hilbert space of all copies, it would be necessary to perform the different measurements in random order on the single copies. But there is no need to have available the multiple copies at the same time. Let us also consider entanglement verification of multipartite systems, and of multiqubit systems, in particular. As is well known, full quantum-state tomography requires a number of measurements that scale exponentially with the number of qubits. How does the direct measurement method fare in this context? The problem is that the error (7) in the state assignment scales as K d with d ¼ 2 N the dimension of the Hilbert space of N qubits, which is not good either. However, a priori constraints on, say, the total energy or angular momentum of one's system, may restrict the dimension of the Hilbert space available to the N qubits (as Renner himself points out in [13] in a different context). Moreover, (7) only gives an upper bound to the error; there may well be better bounds. Such a better bound would lower the number of copies needed (not just for multipartite entanglement, but also for the bipartite case). It is beyond the scope of this Letter to derive such a bound, but it would have a serious impact on direct measurements of entanglement.
In conclusion, direct measurements of entanglement may provide necessary conditions for entanglement, but they are not sufficient. Turning direct measurements into necessary and sufficient tests without additional (tomographic) measurements requires substantial experimental effort: namely, many instances of the entangled systems have to be generated and stored to be available for the direct measurements on randomly permuted pairs.
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FIG. 2 (color online)
. Scatter plot of the lower bound on the concurrence C vs the logarithm (base 10) of the upper bound E on the error, for all possible values for k and r, given a fixed value of N ¼ 100, and assuming the measured value of ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi V m p ¼ 0:8. All points together give rise to a trade-off curve between a lower bound to the concurrence and its reliability: the larger one chooses that lower bound, the less reliable it is. N ¼ 100 is not quite sufficient to approach the correct value of the concurrence with appreciable certainty.
